My favorite zine format is a one-page zine.

Start with a regular piece of paper. Fold it in half, then in half again. When you unfold it, the paper will be eight even rectangles. This is "Hamburger Style." When you unfold it, you won't see it, but the paper will become a little four-pointed star in your hands. It naturally wants to go. It will become a little booklet. Just fold the paper over how it naturally wants to go. It will become a little booklet.

When you unfold it, the paper will become a little four-pointed star in your hands. It naturally wants to go. It will become a little booklet.

My favorite zine-making tools:
- Pencil
- Erasers
- Sharpener
- Skinny black pen
- Fat black brush pens
- Gray pens
- Glue stick
- Photo corners
- Colored pencils
- Stamps
- Hyphen!

* Six interior pages

Hii

My only rules for zine-making:
- Have a margin!
- Otherwise your text gets eaten by the photocopier.
- Use a pen or dark pencil. Light pencil doesn't copy well.
- Zines are low stakes. Make mistakes. Learn something new about yourself.

A zine is a multi-page publication made for passion, not profit. It comes from the word "zine." A zine is not just any old magazine. A zine is a personal statement, a political manifesto, recipes, creative forums, stamps, hyphen!!

You can make zines about anything. Some ideas:
- How-to personal stories
- Artistic skills
- Educational
- Written from the heart
- Made by Sarah Mulick
- For free to share!

Creative forums, stamps, hyphen!!?